
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of hybrid cloud. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list
of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for hybrid cloud

Collaboration with the DSG Web Production Team to ensure prompt
response and deployments of WW web updates and campaign localization
for all Cloud Hybrid (Middleware) digital properties
Collaboration with the new Client's Centers of Excellence (COEs) and
IOT/IMTs to plan and address issues through focused workshops, meetings
and monthly Cloud Digital Huddle calls
Develop and manage translation and localization plans in support of
significant Hybrid Cloud (Middleware) digital updates including major
consolidation of the Hybrid Cloud properties and integration of Hybrid
acquisitions properties
Ambassador for the client's Cloud Digital working with the IOT leadership
and IMTs including overall planning and strategy for translation and
localization in 16 languages and 72 countries, interface to WW Paid Media
and focal point for localization of WW Cloud campaigns
Participates in the preparation, review and analysis of software system
requirements and specifications
Uses defined software system lifecycle methodologies
Reviews and implements test strategies for software system products
Maintain a high level of Brand and Market segment expertise competitive
intelligence to protect the territory install base
Defend the account from competition, demonstrate effective use of heat
maps, sales plays
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Qualifications for hybrid cloud

Ability to work in a fast-paced start-up environment with a small team of
dedicated engineers to creatively solve challenging problems and work with
tight deadlines under pressure
Team player and self-starter with excellent communication skills
Capable of working with minimum supervision with demonstrated ability to
complete projects on time and effectively manage your own deliverables and
schedules
5+ years of experience working in a software engineering organization
The ideal candidate will possess strong software development skills and have
experience working with geographically dispersed teams
Significant experience in Enterprise Software Sales within the Public / Gov
Sector


